
Twenty-six year old David Trumble is an award winning artist, cartoonist and illustrator, working 
in diverse media from graphic art to caricatures. Critically acclaimed as a political cartoonist for 
Trevor Kavanagh's column in the Sun Newspaper with a readership of eight million, he worked 
under the name: Trumble. David won the Dan Hemingway Prize for Creativity for his 265 page 
graphic novel, Climate: A Cinematic Novel in Three Parts, which was published by the Blake 
Project. Trumble's work of greatest acclaim to date, are his illustrations for the upcoming Simon & 
Schuster publication, Random Book: About the Power of ANYone by Talia Leman—a guide for 
everyone who dreams of making a difference in the world.  As the book's illustrator, Trumble 
creates 200 unforgettable cartoons, making the art and the text almost inseparable in this 
publication that is expected to be a blockbuster in the U.S. 
 
Known for his cartooning, caricatures, digital coloring, unique pencil sketching and painting (oil 
and acrylic)—with works ranging from life-size, detailed sketches to broad, stylized caricatures—
Trumble's out-of-the-box designs have also been sought after by major corporations in need of 
artistic branding. Trumble is presently commissioned by Vapur and Random Kid (RK) to create: 
reusable water bottles that can be rolled up and put in your pocket—representing the partnership 
between VAPUR and youth across the USA to promote a greener world; RK baseball caps; t-shirts; 
sweatshirts and sweatpants; hoodies; pajamas and socks. No one can attest to Trumble's rising 
star better than the Simon & Schuster Random Kid Team: "Trumble delivered a body of art for the 

Random Book that wowed everyone from literary agency, to publisher, to the public. He is a mega-

watt talent, a genius, a consummate professional… Move over Gary Larson." 

 
Trumble is presently in production on a new book cover and jacket for ISB Global Publishing; and 
designed the poster for The Superhero Project, benefiting Worldwide Orphans (WWO), the 
renowned international children’s organization founded by Dr. Jane Aronson, the Orphan Doctor. 
He is also in demand for TEDx product designs, and has created the official T-shirt for 
TEDxYouth@DesMoines. 
 
Also a celebrated young director of acclaimed short films and music videos, Trumble studied Film 
Production at the Arts University College Bournemouth, and his graduation film 'Eva' went on to 
win Best Student Film at the 2008 Newport International Film Festival. The most recent short film 
directed and produced by Trumble is The Shift—having premiered in Oxfordshire, 2010 and 
screened at seven film festivals throughout the UK, including: the British Urban Film Festival, the 
Branchage Film Festival and the London Short Film Festival. Trumble has also directed and 
produced two music videos for the popular band Trophy Wife ("Microlite" and "The Quiet Earth"), 
both available on YouTube. 
 
Trumble will be speaking at TEDx Des Moines, Iowa in April, 2012; and embarks on a 
groundbreaking “Cartoon & animated educational film curriculum” venture with Alec Urbach—
social entrepreneur, filmmaker and Founder/Executive Director of the international organization 
Giving from the Ground Up. Together they are creating revolutionary animated science and math 
film curricula for elementary schools that are changing the way children are educated in 
developing nations. The curriculum will serve 80,000 children 
in Ghana by spring, 2012, and is then being translated 
into Spanish to serve Central and South America.  
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